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Many people have actually understood what is going on right now in Europe. Which is actually a 'transformation' of Europe into a forced multicultural state. As all Rabbis admit this is a necessary step to fulfill the Messianic "prophecy".

If you pay attention, the jews have been intensifying their messages for a while now. The propaganda about race mixing and the such are not in any way the same as they were some years ago. One would look at matters years ago and they understood the enemy was walking nicely and without anything rushing them. Actually, a lot of their propaganda tricks took decades to pull off. Intensive as it were, it is reaching past the level of extremely obvious at this point. They were taking it easier before.

Now if one pays attention the enemy is not only largely unmasked, but they have ceased giving a fuck. They have tried in 5 years to inflate Europe with more Kalergi Breeder migrants than in the last 25 years combined. It's like they got a panic alert, "FILL THE EUROPE WITH KALERGI'S CHILDREN RIGHT NOW! OPEN THESE FUCKING BOATS RIGHT NOW!".

Especially in the late years they have also upped the assaults that are racial. Back then you still had some 'messages', silent migrations, but now these are violently enforced all over the place. The only thing they haven't done yet is put a global law to enforce race mixing marriage or something, that or death. Sort of like a law for the goyim to die quickly, too quickly.

One goes to major European capitals and they can readily see this is just a wet dream manifested, and they are enforcing it to go by quicker. They would just let it go to cataclysmic speed but this would wake up the goyim. So, they are like doing this at a maximum rate, but one step before everything breaks down. They are not hiding anything anymore either. Look at the recent "Eurovision" contest and one can understand this. Not only it has an enforced Marxist Queer agenda, this year it literally had an "US vs the Kalergi Mixed Goyim" agenda.

One is not in such of a rush if one doesn't know if a tidal wave is coming on them. Actually, they are trying to prevent an inevitable tidal wave. The details of which
see no obvious at this point. As Amdusias stated though, the enemy will reveal themselves when we are reaching towards the climax of our cause. And this process is advancing very quickly at this point.

Last year in Jew-Rovision, the last 3 finalists were literally a fat kike whale talking about multiculturalism, a mixed white and black woman, and lastly one black guy who supposedly represented Austria. Hitler was born in Austria this was more like a message to the world that "This is what you get". These kinds of events are like what Israel does to brainwash individuals as some sort of ritualistic cult event that is plated into messages meant to humiliate their racial opponents.

If Europe becomes the 'Arabo-Whitey' paradise the Jews envision and push for, what is going to happen, is that both will turn to cut all Jewish heads in their reach. The Jews are well aware of this fact, but they can't not do it. Migration solely from Africa is insufficient to turn Europe brown in the fastest pace possible, so people are also required from the Middle East both for local depopulation and also to further cause a "melting pot of cultures" in Europe.

The end result of the melting pot they hope will be an Islamic centered, ape like culture, in particular to keep the local Europeans suppressed as in the times of the Ottoman empire.

Deterioration of the European continent has been very quick as well. Nothing has yet collapsed but the enemy knows this is coming at some point. And Jews have been evacuating Europe at the time since the rapefugee crisis began. Many Rabbis are urging Jews to leave Europe immediately. Rest assured, they aren't going to 'leave' at once, they cannot forego the luxury of living on the necks of their eternal enemies and opponents, all while killing them at the same time. Life in Israel is a piece of crap compared to what they get almost anywhere else.

Not until they have exhausted every last moment, stolen the very last shekel, and jumped on the very last boat, while the continent is exploding in civil war or something. But some of them may actually be packing up as they cannot deal with this situation when it will reach cutting edge. Which means like they evacuated the Twin Towers in 9/11 that something is simply coming up on the larger scale.

Below I will post some related links:

'Not Surprising' Jews Mull Leaving Germany, New anti-Semitism Envoy Says -
"I think out of three million Jews that are living in Europe at least one million, very active part or young part, self-sufficient part are going to leave and it will be a disaster, an economical disaster for Europe in general because first of all some supporters, non-Jewish supporters will come with Jews. It's a lot of cash and money currents are going to leave Europe and also businesses," Kantor explained.

"We should react on the level of gestures and intentions, visible intentions, not to wait until it's on the level of murdering people; this is the key point just now. We are in front of a strong demand from civil society to modify the legislation fighting against racism, xenophobia and anti Semitism," he added.

From the above. Europe is literally threatened with financial collapse if the European Legislators do not babysit the jews from the effects of the multicultural paradise they are creating. Actually, the more they fill Europe with Arabs, the more jews will be entering a permanent danger zone. However, everyone knows the jew, they are parasites, they will not just pack up and leave for their chosen land. Some will stay in Europe until the situation goes red alert, while demanding from the goyim to protect them while they make the planning to make them go extinct.

One simply knows this is NOT about businesses. But about what the Elders of Zion will attempt as retaliation against Europe...

"Hitler destroyed most everything. But the story Europeans tell themselves—or
told themselves, until the proof became too obvious to ignore—is that Judenhass, the hatred of Jews, ended when Berlin fell 70 years ago.

Events of the past 15 years suggest otherwise.

We are witnessing today the denouement of an unusual epoch in European life, the age of the post-Holocaust Jewish dispensation.

The Shoah served for a while as a sort of inoculation against the return of overt Jew-hatred—but the effects of the inoculation, it is becoming clear, are wearing off. What was once impermissible is again imaginable. Memories of 6 million Jewish dead fade, and guilt becomes burdensome. (In The Eternal Anti-Semite, the writer Henryk Broder popularized the notion that “the Germans will never forgive the Jews for Auschwitz.”) Israel is coming to be understood not as a small country in a difficult spot whose leaders, especially lately, have (in my opinion) been making shortsighted and potentially disastrous decisions, but as a source of cosmological evil—the Jew of nations.”

Aka, our RTR’s have ripped their hoaxes apart. In the same article it says that for 70 years it was going smooth up until things got really fucked up in the last 15 years.

What happened in the last 15 years? Did someone meet any of the Demons goyim? I sense something goes off! My holocau$† pendant is not working...

**Barcelona’s chief rabbi urges Jews to move to Israel because 'Europe is lost'** -
[https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world … -a7903111.html](https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world … -a7903111.html)

“I tell my congregants: Don’t think we’re here for good. And I encourage them to buy property in Israel. This place is lost. Don’t repeat the mistake of Algerian Jews, of Venezuelan Jews. Better [get out] early than late.”

*He went on to say the attacks had exposed the presence of "radical fringes" within the Muslim community, a problem he said applied to Europe as a whole."

"Europe is lost," he added.

**Is It Time for the Jews to Leave Europe?** -

Senior European rabbi: Jews could flee UK if Corbyn elected PM
Here is some example on why the Jews want to evacuate Europe. This is because it's being created into Detroit 2.0 on steroids, that's all.

Somali Parents Sending Their Kids Back to Africa to Escape London Knife Crime Epidemic -
https://web.archive.org/web/20190529 ...

People in Europe think the situation is "Not that bad" simply because there are EU directives that are to suppress news reporting on migrant crimes by law right now. If they had the true perspective of what is going on, they would all have revolted five years ago. This is important to maintain the septic tank of Europe slowly "Going ahead" while poisoning the tank even further. People walk in London and seeing no locals and they are like "Ey mate, it ain't that bad mate. The feelings of muslims mate, cup of tea mate?".

Let us say that this spell is about to collapse soon under the weight of the new reality of vibrant multiculturalism. Egoistic boomtardism and fake hopefulness through putting one's head into the sand about this reality is going to change nothing either.

And it goes on and on. These are only few articles on the matter.

Jews know shit is about to hit the fan. They are far more well informed than the "Goy" which spends more time in Netflix locked in a small apartment and saying that "Everything is good mate" to itself to escape one more day of mental breakdown.

Bottom line the jews are entering a danger zone here, and so does Europe. Because of their own maniacal agenda, manifesting as per usual their own destruction because they cannot stop it.

Leading jews know that many "Normal jews" will be destroyed because of this, but they aren't going to stop it. And the elders of Zion don't care how many of their own will go down. So that leaves us to the conclusion that their plan is only going to get pushed. At this pace of unfolding events with their agenda, this will not go peacefully. They have filled Europe with ISIS militants and people whom they are raping in the Middle East.

The jews are again creating a hellhole for themselves.
The thing is the people are watching and many are gradually losing their mind over what is happening. The race mixing meme is done with more force than ever to the point even stupid people have been awakening to it. It has reached a point where the asleep goyim are looking at a play where the stage is burning and it has collapsed.

Soon things will reach a point of climax where people will literally have to choose sides. This may be in the upcoming years. And where there are 'sides', there is also an accumulating climate for war.

To those who know jewish psychology they know the jew is internally a very weak and debilitated creature. How the jew has survived in that point is by the adage when you are weak, appear strong. They actually try to boss around the planet right now, try to shove it on people's faces that no matter what, they will get their way, that everything goes according to plan etc. Some messages are subtle some are not. They are bragging too much, way above the normal, and that is to hide weakness.

We cannot clearly know what they are aware of that is coming for them. But to evacuate a whole continent what does that tell us? Trump’s compromise and domination, the move of the embassy of Jerusalem, intensification of Israeli policy and aggression over all other states in the region as in Syria, a full blow bastardization attack towards Europe. Such as putting a brown jewess princess and a white colored jewboy to marry in front of the goyim, as their "Kings".

Jews naturally have access to a lot of data the Goyim don't. Such as google. People may be saying nice things in Jimmy Falon's shows and acting like good white goyim, but many people in the private they have woken. And jewtube may be using millions of bots pretending to be stupid people, but apparently the reality is different. Jewtube's popular opinion and Google’s unbiasedness are faker than Pamela Anderson’s tits right now.

In other words, the enemy knows in high exactitude that popular hatred (according to them of course) or let's say Levels of Goyim knowing are off the roof.

They know this is because of what they are doing, but as per usual "anti-Semitism" is a mental illness of their opponents, and not a natural drawback of what they have been reaping for centuries, and of specific behaviors that they never change and never will, resulting in hatred.
The enemy is pushing this world in a transformation that will ultimately be their own end. In Europe there is no resistance to their works in any meaningful level simply because many people still follow a Jewish narrative that doesn't reverberate in Europe, but this has been giving in now.

Surveys done in Germany do show that 8 out of 10 Germans are afraid to talk of their opinions and do feel suppressed. The top topics of said suppression are this: Islam, Migration, Replacement. This never ends up well. When Germany and other places will be confronted by what happens when you turn your own civilization into ape-land, this is bound to get worse for the Jews in extreme speed.

(https://www.newswars.com/study-only-…public/)

There is a greater awakening at the door which will be way more ancient, way more real, and it will have the blueprint of the Gods on it. However, this doesn't change the fact of waking up to the Jews massively which is happening. And this right here is the door from where Jews are going to collapse worldwide, they are on their own, as if by mistake, killing the systems that have kept them alive, like a parasite without concern.

Lastly there is the new generation growing up now. The Jew pushes the knives of a rootless life, interracial admixture as the new forced law, brainwashing, a meaningless life, drugs, whatever have you, into their head. They are putting too much fire on everyone of their enemies. If affected Gentiles somehow escape this psycho-spiritual and mental stranglehold this time, the Jew will be permanently removed from our culture. The Jews are creating their own worst nightmares by what they are doing.

What's for sure is that the future will be trying and even chaotic for this world. While the enemy tries to maintain this system like an aquarium of poisoned fish, that 'runs smoothly', they are using all their means for it. But at some point, the pond will start getting poisoned and will break. We need to keep up the RTR's to ensure everything turns out in the best possible way for us.
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